
HI  TECH TYPE 100

New generation asphalt

The asphalt designed to resist to extreme conditions of use.
High-performance, sturdy and durable.

 
ADVANTAGES AND BENEFITS

More successful than any conventional mix in high density traffic area
Exceptional results in extreme conditions of use
Adapted to the special requirements of heavy goods vehicles traffic 
Superior level of rutting and raveling resistance (A-1 classified stone)  
Fatigue and sheer strength 
Excellent adherence and bonding strength
Formulation which guarantees a superior durability

APPLICATIONS
Access ramps of highways and strongly sought roads
Industrial storage areas
Loading and unloading docks
Bus stops
Crossings
Intersections and aggressive bends
Truck yards of transport companies

CUSTOMERS

Robert Transport - Truck yard of Boucherville (1998 à 2005)
Robert Transport - Truck yard of St-Bruno and Rougemont (2003)
Montreal Harbour - Lifts area (1999, 2000, 2002, 2005)
Terminal Cast - Truck terminal (2001 à 2005)
Ispat-Sidbec - Heavy goods vehicles circulation area, Contrecoeur (1996 à 2005)
Town of Montreal (new technologies) - Bus stops (1998)
Synertech - Loading docks, Candiac (1997)
P.-E. Trudeau airport - Planes and heavy goods vehicules parking lots (2003)
Northex Environnement - Storage area (2004-2005)

Since 1996,  Hi-Tech TYPE 100 was used for numerous projects 
among which the following ones:

3350, Butte-aux-Renards, Varennes (Québec) J3X 1P7
T 450 652-9818  /  F 450 652-0947

WHAT IS HI TECH TYPE 100 ?

Wouldn't it be nice to contemplate 

a return on your investment ?

For a long term solution, make a 

judicious choice today. Performance,

durability and robustness is what this

product is all about.

Hi-Tech TYPE 100 
the heavyweight of asphalt !

Pavages Varennes, a division of BAUVAL,
designed the ultra-performant, sturdy
and durable Hi-Tech TYPE 100. Its 
special  formulation allows this asphalt
mix to resist to extreme conditions of use
such as dense circulation of heavy goods
vehicles, aggressive bends, roads and
boulevards with frequent stops, loading
and unloading docks as well as areas
subjected to punctual loads (containers).

Hi-Tech TYPE 100 was put to the test
through various projects. The results
of resistance of this product are truly
exceptional.

Furthurmore, studies clearly demonstrated
that the life expectancy of this product
surpasses that of any conventionnal mix.
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WE OFFER

MIX DESIGN

PERFORMANCES

AGGREGATES

MODIFIED ASPHALT 

50 to 80 mm ( 2 to 3 1/2 inches)

5,0 to 5,4 %

< 5 % at 30,000 cycles

> than 85 % (very high)

17,000 N (very high)

+ 3 %

> 8 um

Don't hesitate to contact Pavages Varennes technical team

To identify the type of intervention best suited to your needs

To assist you in the establishment of your budget

To participate in your preliminary plan and estimate

To ensure a good follow-up of the work done

Telephone  450 652-9818  /  Fax  450 652-0947
E-mail  pvarennes@bauval.com

CONTACT US
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New generation asphalt

Layer thickness

Modified asphalt content

Resistance to rutting

Moisture sensitivity test 

Stability

Void content

Binder film

Guarantees a superior durability
and facilitates the application

Outstanding results.  Adapted to 
the requirements of heavy traffic areas

That surpasses the highess standards of 
performance

Modified polymers that ensures high
durability of road works


